QZ Urban Furniture is a design and production studio for urban and outdoor furniture.
We always start from a clear commitment to high design pieces. We conceive this concept as a fundamental pillar in the creation of
furniture, both for us and for our clients.
Our main value is high design, a value that is accompanied by the execution of the pieces with the best technology and quality of the
materials used, as well as a great commitment to the environment.

- Winner of the Architizer 2020 A+Awards, in the category “Landscape-Outdoor Products & Materials”,
for the WHALE TAIL BENCH

- Finalist of the SBID Product Design Awards 2020, in the category “Outdoor”, for the MANGA BENCH.

- Finalist of the SBID Product Design Awards 2020, in the category “Outdoor”, for the WHALE TAIL BENCH

- Silver Winner of the International Design Awards 2020 (IDA) de Farmani Group, in the category “ Outdoor And Exercise
Equipment / Patio/ Garden Furniture and Accessories” for the WHALE TAIL BENCH.

- Official Selection of the London International Creative Competition (LICC) 2020, for the WHALE TAIL BENCH.

- Silver Winner of the A' Design Awards 2021 in the category Garden and Outdoor Furniture, for the WHALE TAIL BENCH.

- Winner of the European Product Design Award 2021 (EPDA) in the category Outdoor and Exercise Equipment /
Patio / Garden Furniture and Accesories, for the WHALE TAIL BENCH.

- Second Award in Global Architecture & Design Awards 2021 (GADA 21) in the Furniture Design category,
for the WHALE TAIL BENCH

- Finalist of the Architizer 2021 A+Awards in the category "Outdoor Furniture" for the MANGA BENCH

- Winner in Use (product) of the London International Creative Competition 2021 for the MANGA
BENCH.

- First Award of the Rethinking The Future Awards 2022 in the category Furniture Design (Built),
for the MANGA BENCH.

- Winner in Bench, of the SIT Furniture Design Award, pfor the WHALE TAIL BENCH

- Iron A’Design Award 2022 en la categoría Garden and Outdoor Furniture, por el Banco MANGA

BENCH WHALE TAIL

BENCH WHALE TAIL

Technical Specifications
Individual seat that joined together allows the composition of
lines of benches or groups.
Its minimalist modern and functional design has been
reduced to the minimum expression: a single support.

51

16

BENCH WHALE TAIL

10

54

A piece of urban furniture inspired by marine life, capable of awakening emotions in urban and natural environments.
A bench of elegant simplicity. Organic shapes that not only fulfils the function of a seat but also provides an aesthetic value
when it is placed in the urban space: seafronts, ports, parks, squares, streets and boulevards.
When the bench is not occupied, its soft undulating shapes make it a sculptural element.
80

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

Materials and finishes available

Fixtures

A. Fiberglass
Painted fiberglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm.
Interior reinforced with high density compact laminated wood frame.

The base of the piece is triangular in shape and with a
maximum side of 160 mm, it is supported or recessed to the
floor by an AISI 304 stainless steel anchor plate, satin finish.

Gloss White*
Fluorescent Green
Light Blue

A. Surface plate
Plate of 12 mm thick with a triangular shape.
Anchored to the pavement thanks to three screws with
antioxidant protection.
25

* Gelcoat finish

193
R7

B. Fiberglass with polymer concrete
Painted fiberglass with a thickness between 5 and 6 mm.
Interior reinforced with polymer concrete.
Gloss White
Fluorescent Green
Light Blue

C. Concrete

12
259

B. Embeded plate
Plate with rectangular shape with dimensions 270x200x15
mm.
Fixed with four screws to a plate under the pavement
R7

Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey
White

200
R12
5

15

270
Measurements in millimeters (mm)

BENCH MANGA

BENCH MANGA

The purity of the lines and the roundness between planes of
the Manga Bench, reinforces the brightness and textures
typical of fiberglass and concrete.
Minimalist design, comfortable ergonomic profile and soft
ondulations invite contemplation and serenity.
The slight tilt of the seat and backrest allows many postures
on this wide bench.

76
44

BENCH MANGA
A piece of urban furniture inspired by marine life, capable of awakening emotions in urban and natural environments

300

82

When the bench is not occupied, its soft undulating shapes make it a sculptural element.

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

A bench of elegant simplicity. Organic shapes that not only fulfils the function of a seat but also provides an aesthetic value
when it is placed in the urban space: seafronts, ports, parks, squares, streets and boulevards.

Materials and finishes available

Fixation

A. Painted fiberglass
Painted fibreglass with a thickness of between 8 and 14

A. Fiberglass

Gloss White*
Fluorescent Green

Metal plate outside the furniture.
Fixing by means of a stainless steel AISI 316 rolled bar or by
means of an expansion screw, provided that the floor is
compact.

Light Blue
* Gelcoat finish

B. Concrete
Made in concrete reinforced with very high performance fibers
and great plasticity, which gives it great rigidity
Grey
White

B. Concrete
No anchoring is necessary due to the weight of the part
itself.

BENCH CABO PALOS

BENCH CABO PALOS

44

76

Technical Specifications

300

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

The purity of the lines and the rotundity between planes
of the CABO PALOS Bench, reinforces the shine and
textures of fibreglass and concrete.

BENCH CABO PALOS

With its minimalist design, its comfortable ergonomic
profile and soft undulations invite contemplation and
serenity.

A piece of urban furniture inspired in marine life, capable of arousing emotions both in urban environments and in
natural spaces. When the bench is free, its soft undulating shapes turn it into a sculptural element.
An elegant and sober bench, with organic forms that not only fulfils the function of a seat, but also ennobles with its
quality the urban space where it is located: promenades, ports, parks, squares, roads...

The removal of the backrest on part of the bench allows
the seat to be used on both sides of the bench.
The slight inclination of the seat and backrest allows
multi-posture on both sides of the piece in this sinuous
bench.

Materials and finishes available

Fixation

A. Fibreglass
Painted fibreglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm
Glossy White
Fluorescent Green
Sky Blue
B. Concrete
Piece made of concrete, reinforced with very high quality fibres.
high performance and great plasticity, which gives it great rigidity.
Grey
White

A. Fiberglass

Metal plate outside the furniture.
Fastening by means of a stainless steel AISI 316 rolled bar
or by means of an expansion screw, provided that the
flooring is compact.
B. Concrete
No anchoring is necessary due to the weight of the part
itself.

BENCH VENEZIOLA

BENCH VENEZIOLA

44

Technical Specifications

300

82

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

The purity of the lines and the rotundity between planes
of the VENEZIOLA Bench, reinforces the shine and
textures of fibreglass and concrete.

BENCH
A piece of urban furniture inspired in marine life, capable of arousing emotions both in urban environments and in
natural spaces. When the bench is free, its soft undulating shapes turn it into a sculptural element.
An elegant and sober bench, with organic forms that not only fulfils the function of a seat, but also ennobles with its
quality the urban space where it is located: promenades, ports, parks, squares, roads...

With its minimalist design, its comfortable ergonomic
profile and soft undulations invite contemplation and
serenity.
The removal of the backrest on part of the bench allows
the seat to be used on both sides of the bench.

Materials and finishes available
A. Fibreglass
Painted fibreglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm
Glossy White
Fluorescent Green
Sky Blue
B. Concrete
Piece made of concrete, reinforced with very high quality fibres.
high performance and great plasticity, which gives it great rigidity.
Grey
White

Fixation
A. Fiberglass

Metal plate outside the furniture.
Fastening by means of a stainless steel AISI 316 rolled bar
or by means of an expansion screw, provided that the
flooring is compact.
B. Concrete
No anchoring is necessary due to the weight of the part
itself.

PLANTER MANGA

PLANTER MANGA

44

Technical Specifications

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

300

PLANTER MANGA

The purity of its lines and the rotundity between planes
of the MANGA Planter, reinforces the shine and textures
of fibreglass and concrete.

Piece of urban furniture inspired in marine life, capable of arousing emotions both in urban environments and in natural
spaces. Its soft undulating shapes turn it into a sculptural element.
An elegant and sober planter, with organic shapes that not only fulfils the function of a planter, but also ennobles with
its quality the urban space where it is located: promenades, ports, parks, squares...
The planter allows the creation of green areas in spaces where they were not initially foreseen.

Its minimalist design and soft undulations invite
contemplation and serenity.

Materials and finishes available
A. Fibreglass
Painted fibreglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm
Glossy White

Fixation
A. Fiberglass

Metal plate outside the furniture.
Fastening by means of a stainless steel AISI 316 rolled bar
or by means of an expansion screw, provided that the
flooring is compact.

Fluorescent Green
Sky Blue

B. Concrete
Piece made of concrete, reinforced with very high quality fibres.
high performance and great plasticity, which gives it great rigidity.
Gris
Blanco

B. Concrete
No anchoring is necessary due to the weight of the part
itself.

BENCH SILENCE

BENCH SILENCE

50

Technical Specifications

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

52

BENCH SILENCE

The purity of the lines and the rotundity between planes
of the SILENCE Bench, reinforces the shine and
textures of fibreglass and concrete.
With its minimalist design, its comfortable ergonomic
profile and soft undulations invite contemplation and
serenity.

A piece of urban furniture inspired in marine life, capable of arousing emotions both in urban environments and in
natural spaces. When the bench is free, its soft undulating shapes turn it into a sculptural element.
An elegant and sober bench, with organic forms that not only fulfils the function of a seat, but also ennobles with its
quality the urban space where it is located: promenades, ports, parks, squares, roads...

266

The removal of the backrest on part of the bench allows
the seat to be used on both sides of the bench.

Materials and finishes available
A. Fibreglass
Painted fibreglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm and an interior
reinforced with a wooden frame.

C. PLA: Polylactic Acid

Made in 3D printing
Available in all colours

Gloss White*
Fluorescent Green
Light Blue
* Gelcoat finish

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey
White

Fixation
Fixing by means of a stainless steel AISI 316 rolled bar or by
means of an expansion bolt, provided that the floor is
compact

BENCH COSINE

BENCH COSINE

45

Technical Specifications

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

60

The purity of the lines and the roundness between
the planes of the COSENO bench reinforce the
shine of the fibreglass and concrete.
With a minimalist and subtle design, the slight
inclination of the planes of the piece means that
water does not accumulate on the surface.
With the possibility of sitting at different heights, to
favour seating for children or animals, it becomes a
pleasant piece for all audiences

BENCH COSINE
A piece of street furniture that seeks to transmit the sensuality of a curve open at its ends.
An elegant and sober bench, designed to embrace the user in its centre, just as hands do when they contain water
that is transported to another point.
The bench has a slight inclination, on its entire surface, to prevent the water from resting, turning it into an element
capable of creating a curtain of water with the rain.

200

Materiales y acabados disponibles
A. Fiberglass
Painted fiberglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm.
Interior reinforced with high density compact laminated wood frame.

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey

Gloss White*
Fluorescent Green
Light Blue

White

C. Metal
Legs available in:
Galvanised steel

* Gelcoat finish

Stainless steel AISI 316

Fixtures
By means of steel expansion screw rod of the metal legs to the
floor.

BENCH DUNE

BENCH DUNE

45

85

Technical Specifications

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

BENCH DUNE
The Duna Bench is conceived as a formal abstraction of sand shaped by natural elements such as wind and water.
60

It plays with the sinuosity of the curves to create a bench that has three different seating possibilities using the same
piece.

Firstly, we can have the bench (without backrest).
Secondly, with backrest, there are two possibilities:
one is symmetrical to the lower part, and the other
reverses the symmetry.
Optionally we have an XL version in which seats
can be arranged on both sides of the bench.

240

Materials and finishes available
A. Fiberglass
Painted fiberglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm.
Interior reinforced with high density compact laminated wood frame.
Gloss White*
Fluorescent Green
Light Blue
Anthracite Grey
* Gelcoat finish

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey
White

Fixtures
By means of a stainless steel threaded rod to the floor.

BENCH DUNE

BENCH DUNE

45

Technical Specifications

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

60

BENCH DUNE
The Duna Bench is conceived as a formal abstraction of sand shaped by natural elements such as wind and water.

Firstly, we can have the bench (without backrest).
Secondly, with backrest, there are two possibilities:
one is symmetrical to the lower part, and the other
reverses the symmetry.
Optionally we have an XL version in which seats
can be arranged on both sides of the bench.

It plays with the sinuosity of the curves to create a bench that has three different seating possibilities using the same
piece.
240

Materials and finishes available
A. Fiberglass
Painted fiberglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm.
Interior reinforced with high density compact laminated wood frame.
Gloss White*
Fluorescent Green
Light Blue
Anthracite Grey
* Gelcoat finish

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey
White

Fixtures
By means of a stainless steel threaded rod to the floor.

BENCH DUNE

BENCH DUNE

45

85

Technical Specifications

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

BENCH DUNE
60

The Duna Bench is conceived as a formal abstraction of sand shaped by natural elements such as wind and water.
It plays with the sinuosity of the curves to create a bench that has three different seating possibilities using the same
piece.

Firstly, we can have the bench (without backrest).
Secondly, with backrest, there are two possibilities:
one is symmetrical to the lower part, and the other
reverses the symmetry.
Optionally we have an XL version in which seats
can be arranged on both sides of the bench.

240

Materials and finishes available
A. Fiberglass
Painted fiberglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm.
Interior reinforced with high density compact laminated wood frame.
Gloss White*
Fluorescent Green
Light Blue
Anthracite Grey
* Gelcoat finish

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey
White

Fixtures
By means of a stainless steel threaded rod to the floor.

BENCH DUNE

BENCH DUNE XL

Technical Specifications

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

BENCH DUNE

XL version of the Duna bench, with seats on both
sides of the bench.

The Duna Bench is conceived as a formal abstraction of sand shaped by natural elements such as wind and water.
It plays with the sinuosity of the curves to create a bench that has three different seating possibilities using the same
piece.

Materials and finishes available
A. Fiberglass
Painted fiberglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm.
Interior reinforced with high density compact laminated wood frame.
Gloss White*
Fluorescent Green
Light Blue
Anthracite Grey
* Gelcoat finish

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey
White

Fixtures
By means of a stainless steel threaded rod to the floor.

BENCH DESCARTES

BENCH DESCARTES

45

Technical Specifications

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

BENCH DESCARTES
60

A piece of street furniture that seeks to play with the observer and make a clear allusion to works of architecture with
large overhangs.
Starting with flat linear elements such as slabs, whether stone or concrete, a three-dimensional element is created that
is supported by the whole, just like a house.
The name refers to the parts of the bench that have been removed.
180

Materials and finishes available
A. Natural stone

Can be made in any natural stone. We recommend to work with
national stones because of its disposition and to support the local
product. Also a dark stone as the design is challenging and a
dark colour stands out more with this idea.
Sierra Elvira
Arival
Verde Almería
Piedra del cabezo

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey
White

Fixtures
By means of a stainless steel plate at the bottom of the joints of the
pieces, and uses metal rods or stainless steel expansion bolts to
connect the piece to the flooring.

A clean and pure piece that leaves its joints visible to
show the simplicity and plainness it possesses, without
losing an iota of attractiveness thanks to the overhangs
it contains.

BENCH MYWAY

BENCH MYWAY

41

66

Technical Specifications

210

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

The creation of the bench will depend on the buyer's
choice, as the versatility it has is tremendously wide
in terms of shapes and materials.
60

BENCH MYWAY
With Alejandro de la Sota in mind, with his concept of "Simple Simplicity" and Miesian thinking with the Barcelona
Pavilion, the MyWay Bench was born.
MyWay is a bench designed so that the buyer can create an element of high architectural value and, depending on his
choice, play with materials, colours and arrangement of pieces.
225

MyWay consists of three main pieces: a leg, a base and a high support element that can also act as an armrest. These
three parts can be made of different materials and you can play around with the arrangement..

Materials and finishes available
A. Natural stone

Can be made in any natural stone. We recommend to work with
national stones because of its disposition and to support the local
product. Also a dark stone as the design is challenging and a
dark colour stands out more with this idea.
Sierra Elvira
Arival
Verde Almería
Piedra del cabezo

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey
White

C. Plexiglás
Red
Yellow
Blue

Fixtures
By means of a stainless steel threaded rod to the floor.

Thanks to the fine, straight lines, in any of the options
chosen, the result is a sober bench, with pure lines
and which will transmit the feelings intended by the
buyer thanks to the choice of material on both sides
of the piece in this sinuous bench.

BENCH MYWAY II

BENCH MYWAY II

41

66

Technical Specifications

210

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

The creation of the bench will depend on the buyer's
choice, as the versatility it has is tremendously wide
in terms of shapes and materials.
60

BENCH MYWAY II
With Alejandro de la Sota in mind, with his concept of "Simple Simplicity" and Miesian thinking with the Barcelona
Pavilion, the MyWay Bench was born.
MyWay is a bench designed so that the buyer can create an element of high architectural value and, depending on his
choice, play with materials, colours and arrangement of pieces.
225

MyWay consists of three main pieces: a leg, a base and a high support element that can also act as an armrest. These
three parts can be made of different materials and you can play around with the arrangement..

Materials and finishes available
A. Natural stone

Can be made in any natural stone. We recommend to work with
national stones because of its disposition and to support the local
product. Also a dark stone as the design is challenging and a
dark colour stands out more with this idea.
Sierra Elvira
Arival
Verde Almería
Piedra del cabezo

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey
White

C. Plexiglás
Red
Yellow
Blue

Fixtures
By means of a stainless steel threaded rod to the floor.

Thanks to the fine, straight lines, in any of the options
chosen, the result is a sober bench, with pure lines
and which will transmit the feelings intended by the
buyer thanks to the choice of material on both sides
of the piece in this sinuous bench.

BENCH MYWAY III

BENCH MYWAY III

41

66

Technical Specifications

210

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

The creation of the bench will depend on the buyer's
choice, as the versatility it has is tremendously wide
in terms of shapes and materials.

BENCH MYWAY III

Thanks to the fine, straight lines, in any of the options
chosen, the result is a sober bench, with pure lines
and which will transmit the feelings intended by the
buyer thanks to the choice of material on both sides
of the piece in this sinuous bench.

With Alejandro de la Sota in mind, with his concept of "Simple Simplicity" and Miesian thinking with the Barcelona
Pavilion, the MyWay Bench was born.
MyWay is a bench designed so that the buyer can create an element of high architectural value and, depending on his
choice, play with materials, colours and arrangement of pieces.
MyWay consists of three main pieces: a leg, a base and a high support element that can also act as an armrest. These
three parts can be made of different materials and you can play around with the arrangement..

Materials and finishes available
A. Natural stone

Can be made in any natural stone. We recommend to work with
national stones because of its disposition and to support the local
product. Also a dark stone as the design is challenging and a
dark colour stands out more with this idea.
Sierra Elvira
Arival
Verde Almería
Piedra del cabezo

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey
White

C. Plexiglás
Red
Yellow
Blue

Fixtures
By means of a stainless steel threaded rod to the floor.

BENCH MYWAY IV

BENCH MYWAY IV

41

66

Technical Specifications

233

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

The creation of the bench will depend on the buyer's
choice, as the versatility it has is tremendously wide
in terms of shapes and materials.

BENCH MYWAY IV

Thanks to the fine, straight lines, in any of the options
chosen, the result is a sober bench, with pure lines
and which will transmit the feelings intended by the
buyer thanks to the choice of material on both sides
of the piece in this sinuous bench.

With Alejandro de la Sota in mind, with his concept of "Simple Simplicity" and Miesian thinking with the Barcelona
Pavilion, the MyWay Bench was born.
MyWay is a bench designed so that the buyer can create an element of high architectural value and, depending on his
choice, play with materials, colours and arrangement of pieces.
MyWay consists of three main pieces: a leg, a base and a high support element that can also act as an armrest. These
three parts can be made of different materials and you can play around with the arrangement..

Materials and finishes available
A. Natural stone

Can be made in any natural stone. We recommend to work with
national stones because of its disposition and to support the local
product. Also a dark stone as the design is challenging and a
dark colour stands out more with this idea.
Sierra Elvira
Arival
Verde Almería
Piedra del cabezo

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey
White

C. Plexiglás
Red
Yellow
Blue

Fixtures
By means of a stainless steel threaded rod to the floor.

LANDMARK ELLIPSE

LANDMARK ELLIPSE

Technical specifications

45

85

44
Measurements in centimetres (cm)

Individual landmarks that by aggregation allow the
composition of benches in line or group.

LANDMARK ELLIPSE
Furniture landmark conceived for the segregation of pedestrian crossings, at the same time as acting as a possible seat.

Its modern and functional design has been created
to provoke the viewer and make him aware of the
speed at which everything is happening.

35

The rotation of the piece represents the movement that occurs around it, but at the same time it acts as a fixed point where
the passer-by can rest to see this movement.
It can be arranged in isolation, thanks to its sinuous forms, to act as a bench and a sculptural element, or in aggregation,
delimiting flows, where appropriate.

Materials and finishes available
A. Fiberglass
Painted fiberglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm.
Interior reinforced with high density compact laminated wood frame.

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey

Gloss White*
White

Fluorescent Green
Light Blue
* Gelcoat finish

Fixtures
By means of a stainless steel threaded rod to the floor.

BENCH MARSHMALLOW

BENCH MARSHMALLOW

40

Technical Specifications

65
Measurements in centimetres (cm)

Individual bench that by aggregation allows the
composition of benches in line or group.
The piece is supported by placing the piece on the floor,
and thanks to its very wide floor plan, the piece is
supported.

BENCH MARSHMALLOW
65

A piece of urban furniture marked by a strong childish touch, designed for use, especially by children.
The open and soft angles that the piece has, evokes the marshmallows of candy, which were cooked in a bonfire, and
make this piece have a friendly and relaxed character.
The twist of the piece is designed to represent the movement of the children running around it.

Materials and finishes available
A. Fiberglass
Painted fiberglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm.
Interior reinforced with high density compact laminated wood frame.

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey

Gloss White*
Fluorescent Green

White

Light Blue

Red

* Gelcoat finish

Blue
Yellow

Fixtures
By means of a stainless steel threaded rod to the floor.

BENCH FORTIZZIMO

BENCH FORTIZZIMO

45

Technical Specifications

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

60

BENCH FORTIZZIMO

Designed in multiple materials, if the chosen
option is 3D printed plastic, the transport
will be fully exploited, as the blades can be
mounted one on top of the other.

A piece of street furniture with a hard appearance, with almost the entire seat cantilevered out.
The name of the bench was chosen because of the character that the piece imprints when it is placed in the public
space. It is not only a seat, but also a sculptural element that adds aesthetic value.
240

Materials and finishes available
A. Fiberglass
Painted fiberglass with a thickness between 8 and 10 mm.
Interior reinforced with high density compact laminated wood frame.

B. Concrete
Made in concrete, reinforced with fibers of very high performance
and great plasticity, which gives it a great rigidity.
Grey

Gloss White*
White

Fluorescent Green
Light Blue

C. PLA: Polylactic Acid

Made in 3D printing
* Gelcoat finish
Available in all colours

Fixtures
By means of a stainless steel threaded rod to the floor.

BENCH EUCLIDEO 60

BENCH EUCLIDEO 60

45

Technical Specifications

BENCH EUCLIDEO 60
66

A piece of street furniture that illustrates the definition of a bench. Created from the simplicity and efficiency of a seat
that does not intend to stand out in the environment in which it is placed. The humility of the piece is visually
appreciated in front of any external element and in a subtle way, it invites us to rest and enjoy the space to be
contemplated.
An elegant and sober bench, with linear forms whose greatest virtue lies in appreciating the joints of the different
woods to realise that the author has wanted even these to maintain the cleanliness and purity of the piece analysed
globally. It not only fulfils the function of a seat, but also ennobles with its quality the urban space where it is located:
rural roads, promenades, harbours, parks, squares...

246

The purity of the lines and the rotundity between planes of the
EUCLÍDEO 60 Bench are reinforced by perfect finishes emphasised by
the joints.
Minimalist in design, its seat allows the arrangement on both sides of
the piece and facilitates the interaction of people. This is caused by the
elimination of the backrest.
The linear arrangement of several pieces in a row allows the separation
of spaces while maintaining an attractive aesthetic.

Materials and finishes available
A. Wood
Autoclave treated and protected red pine, FSC-certified
Treated and protected tropical, FSC certified
B. Metal
Steel structure with anti-rust protection
Backrest made of black finish rust-proofed plates
C. Plastic
High-density polyethylene (HDPE) with recycled rice husk

BENCH EUCLIDEO

BENCH EUCLIDEO

83

Technical Specifications

BENCH EUCLIDEO
45

A piece of street furniture that illustrates the definition of a bench. Created from the simplicity and efficiency of a seat
that does not intend to stand out in the environment in which it is placed. The humility of the piece is visually
appreciated in front of any external element and in a subtle way, it invites us to rest and enjoy the space to be
contemplated.
An elegant and sober bench, with linear forms whose greatest virtue lies in appreciating the joints of the different
woods to realise that the author has wanted even these to maintain the cleanliness and purity of the piece analysed
globally. It not only fulfils the function of a seat, but also ennobles with its quality the urban space where it is located:
rural roads, promenades, harbours, parks, squares...

246

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

The purity of the lines and the rotundity between planes of the
EUCLÍDEO Bench are reinforced by perfect finishes emphasised by the
joints, and supported by a backrest that tries to illustrate three parallel
planes levitating by means of the minimal expression of two platens.
Minimalist in design, the backrest allows users to rest while maintaining
the aesthetic line of the bench, leaving air between bodies as if the
planes were floating.
The piece can be found without backrest, but we recommend that if
you want it without backrest you see the EUCLÍDEO 60 Bench.

Materials and finishes available
A. Wood
Autoclave treated and protected red pine, FSC-certified
Treated and protected tropical, FSC certified
B. Metal
Steel structure with anti-rust protection
Backrest made of black finish rust-proofed plates
C. Plastic
High-density polyethylene (HDPE) with recycled rice husk

BENCH FRACTAL

BENCH FRACTAL

45

Technical Specifications

80

50

BENCH FRACTAL
Individual seat devised as an isolated seat for informal groupings and which by aggregation permits the composition of
shapes facilitated by its hexagonal shape. It is a versatile element for multiple indoor and outdoor scenarios. A simple,
lightweight piece that favours the connection between people and pieces. Created from the simplicity and efficiency of
a seat that does not seek to interfere in the spatial framework.
In addition to its function as a bench, favourable in children's environments due to its versatility of placement, it is
suitable for natural environments due to its aesthetics and materials as well as the possibility of extension.

69

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

The purity of the lines and the roundness between the planes of the
FRACTAL bench are reinforced by the perfect finishes emphasised by
the joints.
Minimalist in design, its seat allows the arrangement on all sides of the
piece and facilitates the interaction of people. This is caused by the
elimination of the backrest and the ability of the piece to fit together with
its counterparts.
The placement of several pieces in a row by joining their vertices or by
means of parallel faces allows the separation of spaces while
maintaining an attractive aesthetic or the creation of spaces of greater
height that can also be used as a platform.

Materials and finishes available

Fixation

A. Wood

Fixing by means of a stainless steel AISI 316 rolled bar or by
means of an expansion bolt, provided that the floor is
compact.

Autoclave treated and protected red pine, FSC-certified
Treated and protected tropical, FSC certified
B. Metal
Steel structure with anti-rust protection
HEB profile with rust protection black finish
C. Plastic
High-density polyethylene (HDPE) with recycled rice husk

Available in different heights: 23, 34, 45 and 56 cm

BENCH SEDA

BENCH SEDA

Technical Specifications

45

A

A'

50
Sección A-A'

BENCH SEDA
A piece of urban furniture composed of two robust steel plate supports, laser-cut and subsequently folded so that the
transition between the anchoring and the piece itself is not noticeable. The armrest is made from a sheet of sheet metal that
matches the support and thanks to the folding, all the edges are rounded and pleasant to the touch. The backrest follows the
simple and humble aesthetic of the seat, which aims to play with the empty spaces between the wooden slats to break the
classic linearity established by traditional benches.
An elegant and sober bench, with linear shapes whose greatest virtue lies in the different spaces created by the separation of
the planks and the perfect transition between veneer and wood. An element that fits well in almost any environment, but
especially recommended for urban spaces such as promenades, ports, parks, squares, ...

245

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

The purity of lines and the lightness between planes of the SEDA Bench
are reinforced by perfect finishes, emphasised by shiny material
transitions.
Minimalist in design, its seat allows the arrangement on both sides of
the piece and facilitates the interaction of people. This is caused by the
elimination of the backrest.
The piece is available with backrest and armrests.

Materials and finishes available
A. Wood
Treated and protected tropical, FSC certified
B. Metal
Sheet steel with rustproof protection black finish
Steel plate with anti-rust protection black finish
C. Plastic
High-density polyethylene (HDPE) with recycled rice husk

BENCH

BENCH SEDA-R

SEDA-R

45

83

Technical Specifications

50

BENCH SEDA-R
A piece of urban furniture composed of two robust steel plate supports, laser-cut and subsequently folded so that the
transition between the anchoring and the piece itself is not noticeable. The armrest is made from a sheet of sheet metal that
matches the support and thanks to the folding, all the edges are rounded and pleasant to the touch. The backrest follows the
simple and humble aesthetic of the seat, which aims to play with the empty spaces between the wooden slats to break the
classic linearity established by traditional benches.
An elegant and sober bench, with linear shapes whose greatest virtue lies in the different spaces created by the separation of
the planks and the perfect transition between veneer and wood. An element that fits well in almost any environment, but
especially recommended for urban spaces such as promenades, ports, parks, squares, ...

245
Measurements in centimetres (cm)

The purity of the lines and the lightness between the planes of the
SEDA bench are reinforced by perfect finishes, emphasised by shiny
material transitions.
Minimalist in design, the backrest allows users to rest while maintaining
the aesthetic line of the bench, leaving air between bodies as if the
planes were floating, as it uses three small-section platens to raise the
wood.
The piece can be found without backrest, but for a proper
understanding of the piece it is recommended to place it with backrest
and armrests.

Materiales y acabados disponibles
A. Wood
Treated and protected tropical, FSC certified
B. Metal
Sheet steel with rustproof protection black finish
Steel plate with anti-rust protection black finish
C. Plastic
High-density polyethylene (HDPE) with recycled rice husk

SET
SEDA

TABLE SEDA

76

Technical Specifications

80

SET SEDA
Set of pieces of urban furniture composed of two SEDA-R Benches and the SEDA Table.
The table is made up of two robust steel plate supports, laser-cut and then folded so that the transition between the
anchoring and the piece itself is not noticeable. Created from the simplicity and humility of a table that seeks to play with the
empty spaces between wooden slats to break with the classic linearity established by traditional tables.
An elegant and sober table, with linear shapes whose greatest virtue lies in the different spaces created by the separation of
the planks and the perfect transition between veneer and wood. An element that fits well in almost any environment, but
especially recommended for urban spaces such as promenades, ports, parks, squares, ...

260

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

The purity of lines and the lightness between planes of the SEDA Table
are reinforced by perfect finishes, emphasised by glossy material
transitions.
Minimalist in design, its use is permitted on both sides of the piece and
facilitates the interaction of people.

Materials and finishes available
A. Wood
Treated and protected tropical, FSC certified
B. Metal
Sheet steel with rustproof protection black finish
Steel plate with anti-rust protection black finish
C. Plastic
High-density polyethylene (HDPE) with recycled rice husk

PERGOLA VELA

VELA

600

Technical Specifications

PERGOLA VELA
Piece of urban furniture inspired in marine life, capable of arousing emotions both on promenades and in ports...
A set formed by tensostatic structures, which not only fulfils the function of providing shade, but also ennobles the
urban space where it is located with its quality.
Measurements in centimetres (cm)

250

375

The purity of the lines and joints of the VELA
Pergola are reinforced by the materials used
(stainless steel, polyester fabric...).

500
1000

Materials and finishes available
A. Cover
High-strength polyester PVC fabric on both sides

06010_33.JPG

B. Structure
Tubular steel section Ø150 mm hot-dip galvanised steel
Round hollow section Ø80 mm of hot-dip galvanised steel
Stainless steel wire ropes AISI 316, frosted finish

PERGOLA RADIAL

PERGOLA RADIAL

342

Technical Specifications

PERGOLA RADIAL
Measurements in centimetres (cm)

A piece of great sculptural strength which, thanks to its minimal support surface, liberalises the public space, creating
shaded areas suitable for multiple uses.
The pieces are modular, so that large areas of shade can be created by combining elements.
An elegant and sober pergola, which not only fulfils the function of providing shade, but also ennobles with its quality
the urban space where it is located: promenades, ports, parks, squares...

The purity of the lines and the simplicity of the RADIAL
Pergola's joints are reinforced by the materials used.
The combination of glass and zinc gives maximum
visual and formal lightness, offering maximum protection
against atmospheric agents.

360

Materials and finishes available
A. Cover

Olive green micro-pigmented zinc sheeting
8+8 laminated glass with solar protection film DTI
B. Structure

Galvanised steel tubular pillar
Stainless steel solid rods AISI304, ground finish

PERGOLA FRACTAL

PERGOLA FRACTAL

Technical Specifications

366

83

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

PERGOLA FRACTAL
Urban element with a hexagonal modular design.
By adding pieces it is possible to achieve a covering of great spatial richness, adapting to any public space.
An elegant and sober pergola, which not only provides shade, but also ennobles with its quality the urban space where
it is located: squares, parks, promenades...
18

The purity of the lines and the simplicity of the FRACTAL
Pergola's joints are reinforced by the materials used.

2

The combination of glass and steel provides maximum
visual and formal lightness, offering maximum protection
against atmospheric agents.

385

Materials and finishes available
A. Cover
Phenolic board for outdoor use
Alucobond panel
Olive green micro-pigmented zinc sheeting
8+8 laminated solar shading glass
B. Structure
Galvanised steel tubular pillar
Stainless steel plates AISI304 (ground finish)

PERGOLA FRACTAL

PERGOLA MARTE

622

Technical Specifications

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

PERGOLA MARTE
The purity of the lines and joints of the
MARTE Pergola are reinforced by the
materials used (stainless steel and wood).

A piece of street furniture designed to favour social spaces.

418

It offers solar protection, creating a changing environment thanks to the play of leftovers produced by the
superimposition of slats (boards) at different levels.
An elegant and sober pergola that not only provides shade, but also ennobles the urban space where it is located with
its quality: promenades, harbours, parks, squares...

1224

Materials and finishes available
A. Wood
Autoclave treated and protected red pine, FSC-certified
Treated and protected tropical, FSC certified
B. Structure
Rectangular hot-dip galvanised hollow sections, finished
with epoxy resin primer.
Stainless steel cruciform pillars AISI316 , frosted finish

PERGOLA SATURNO

PERGOLA SATURNO

354

Technical Specifications

1760

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

475

The purity of the lines and joints of
the
SATURNO
Pergola
are
reinforced by the materials used.

PERGOLA SATURNO
Modular urban element designed for solar protection.

The slight slope of the upper
surface allows the water to run off
the outer edges of the pergola,
insulating the interior and protecting
the users.

By superimposing polyethylene slats at different levels and the design of perforations of different diameters, we achieve
a play of shadows reflected on the pavement that create a changing public space.

Materials and finishes available
A. Cover
Micro-perforated polyethylene boards, e= 19 mm, grey colour.
grey. Polished finish
B. Structure
Galvanised tubular steel sections with anti-rust protection
Cruciform pillar composed of AISI 304 stainless steel plates.
Ground finish.

Detail of cruciform pillar
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If you have any questions, please contact our team who will be happy to help you.
You can contact us via Instagram, Facebook, our website or via the following email address:
info@qzurbanfurniture.com.
You can also contact us by phone, WhatsApp or Telegram at the following numbers.
+34 699 127 383
+34 968 258 136
Thank you for contacting us

